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Taking Your Healthcare 
Creatives to the Next Level 
60% of people can’t remember the last advertisement they saw.1 While 
analytics and data have made it easier than ever to target and reach 
highly-qualified customers online, the proliferation of advertisements 
and the fragmentation of media have made it harder to connect 
with HCPs and patients. In today’s environment of overstimulation, 
healthcare marketers need to serve advertisements that add value to 
their targets’ lives rather than distracting from them. 

So how do you do that? Learn about what constitutes a good 
creative. From design to calls-to-action and psychological triggers, 
all the variable elements of advertisements fuse together to create 
campaigns that convert. As healthcare marketers, it’s important to 
understand how all of these parts work together so you can maximize 
your return on ad spend (ROAS).

In this whitepaper, you’ll learn: 

• How to prepare for a healthcare ad campaign

• The different types of digital ads to consider

• Best practices for writing & designing ads

• How to create effective landing pages

• Psychological triggers to turn ads into lead-magnets
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Before You Start Creating…
To establish a relationship of trust and respect with HCPs and patients, you need to create ads that add value to their lives. Think of it like a TV show. 
Would you keep watching the same series if you didn’t like the first episode or two? No. The same holds true for your digital ads. 

How do you establish value? Write and design with intention, keeping in mind the audience you’re targeting and the main goals of the campaign. 

Know Your Campaign Goals

The first step in building campaigns that 
convert is to evaluate your current business 
goals. What is most important to you at 
the moment: improving brand awareness, 
boosting engagement, or increasing leads? 
Your design, copy, CTAs, and audience 
targeting should vary based on your goals. 

Determine Your KPIs

Once you’ve figured out what you’re 
looking to accomplish, select key 
performance indicators (KPIs) that align 
with your goals. If your main goal is to build 
brand awareness, choose metrics like: 

• Social engagement 

• User traffic

• Impressions 

• Long-term ROI benchmarks 

If your goal is to get doctors to sign up for a 
trial, use sign-up rate as your primary KPI. 

Understand How Your Audience 
Consumes Content

Before you start building your creatives, it’s 
important to have a pulse on your target 
audience. For example, if you’re looking to 
reach cardiologists, you should know:  

• The market size

• Where cardiologists spend time online 

• What devices they use

•  The ad sizes they’re most likely to 
interact with

• Which days they’re most engaged 

Learn How to Engage Thousands of Cardiologists & Associated HCPs 
With Smart Cardiology Advertising

https://adfirehealth.com/audiencecount/cardiology-advertising/
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Choosing Digital Ad Types That Convert

Digital ad spend in the U.S. is expected to reach over $200 billion in 
2022, with pharma and healthcare brands being the second biggest 
ad spenders.2 What does this mean for you? Increased competition for 
reaching HCPs and patients. 

So how do you compete effectively? Choose digital ad types that will 
engage your target audience. Here are some to consider for your next 
healthcare campaign. 

Banner Ads
Banner ads are image-based and involve the use of a rectangular 
graphic display on a website or other online media property. The 
primary goals? Build brand awareness, drive traffic to your site, and 
increase your organization’s bottom line. 

Banner advertising continues to be popular because it’s affordable, 
measurable, and effective. In fact, banner ad spend is expected to reach 
almost $69 billion in 2022, a projected growth of 10.1% from the 
previous year.3 

Keep in mind that banner ads can range in size and shape, which gives 
healthcare advertisers a wide array of design options. Equally important, 
most publishers can accept advertisements from anyone who can 
produce an ad that meets their webpage requirements. In today’s 
environment, most online ads are bought and sold via programmatic 
bidding, which lets companies bid on ad space while a banner ad 
is loading. 

Learn How a Branded Rx Drug Used Display Advertising to Increase 
Conversions by 295%

https://adfirehealth.com/2019/11/14/increase-pharma-conversions-by-295/
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High Impact Ads 
High impact ads are just what they say they are — digital ads that are 
engaging and garner large amounts of attention. Although more 
expensive and time-consuming to produce than regular banner 
campaigns, they utilize a wide range of formats and design elements to 
immerse users and provide interactive experiences. The result? A higher 
impact, including increased CTRs, engagement rates, and 
brand awareness. 

Gravity Ads: Gravity ads let healthcare advertisers showcase a 
cinematic video in a fluid, full-screen design. These ads provide a theater 
experience that hooks viewers, enabling marketers to deliver their full 
message to a captive audience. In fact, gravity ads have an average 
consumer viewing time of 57 seconds, an in-view rate of 83%, and an 
interaction rate of 63%.4 

Reactive Animation: Reactive animation puts control of the ad 
experience in viewers’ hands. They can interact with the healthcare ad 
itself, controlling their own advertisement story by zooming in and out, 
turning products, and more. For example, you could “reveal” what’s 
behind a doctor’s 95% success rate in open-heart surgery by having the 
viewer zoom in on his instrument.

Responsive Formats: With interactive formats — think 
gamification — you can enable the viewer to build and create their own 
ad experiences. How can healthcare marketers take advantage? As an 
example, you can offer HCPs or patients a quiz about nutrition or dry 
eyes. They’ll gain knowledge and have fun while you’ll get data about 
where they are in your sales funnel.

Dynamic Banner Ads: Dynamic banner ads draw on the power of data 
to deliver visually attractive experiences within banner ads. These types 
of ads customize themselves to match the environment of the user, 
making them more relatable and relevant. For example, an ad might 
change its background to match the current location of the user or 
current weather. Talk about cool.

Transition Ads: Transition ads appear between web pages and are ideal 
for grabbing user attention, as they’re often full screen and don’t let 
the user scroll. Use this ad type to build awareness for your brand or an 
event. For example, while a user is waiting for a payment to go through, 
you can present them with information about an upcoming medical 
conference. 

Rising Stars Ads: Rising stars ads are creative, interactive ads that 
utilize tasteful yet striking ad units. According to the IAB, these types 
of ads have a five times higher gaze duration and attract gaze at a 63% 
higher rate than traditional UAP ads.5 Some popular rising stars ad units 
include billboard, portrait, and sidekick.
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Creating Digital Ads That Convert

Utilize Design to Make Your Ads Stand Out 
Americans see anywhere from 4K to 10K ads a day.6 In other words, 
standing out amongst your competitors isn’t easy. Using striking visual 
elements and smart design will help. 

Keep It Simple: The KISS rule applies (keep it simple stupid). With 
digital ads, less is more. Keeping it short and sweet will help viewers 
understand your ad quickly. This is crucial because you only have about 
four seconds to capture consumers’ attention.7 

Use Strong Imagery: Using beautiful images will catch your targets’ 
attention and entice them to learn more. Plus, research shows that 
utilizing pictures increases memory from 10% to 65%.8 However, only 
choose images that are meaningful and fit with your messaging. Bold 
fonts and colors can also help your ads stand out. 

Animate When Possible: Animated ads can be highly engaging and 
let you deliver more complicated messaging to HCPs and patients. 
However, don’t make your animation longer than 15 seconds and make 
sure it only loops a maximum of three times. 

Always Include Your Logo: Make sure your brand logo is one of the first 
things a viewer sees. Even if a target doesn’t click on your ad, this will 
help you build brand awareness.  

Leverage Contrasting Colors: As a general rule, the color palette should 
be minimal. Pick two or three colors rather than using a rainbow of 
hues. Choose contrasting colors to help certain parts of the ad stand 
out, such as a heading or CTA button. 

Over the years, Adfire Health has managed hundreds of ad campaigns for pharma companies, healthcare brands, and agencies. We know what 
works and what doesn’t. Here are some best practices to enable your ads to convert.
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Stats You Need to Know About Display Advertising Design

Percentage of display ads that 
feature branded images9

92% 54%336×280 300×250
The most popular ad size for static 

formats10

The most popular ad size for static 
formats10

The most popular ad size for animated 
and video formats 

(see The Trade Desk for more specs)12

Write Captivating Content 
As the Nielsen Norman Group first revealed, most viewers only scan web 
pages, often in an ‘F’ shaped pattern.13 This means you should direct 
viewers’ attention accordingly. The content of your banner ads must be 
easily readable, concise, and compelling. Here are some best practices: 

Limit the Amount of Text: Again, less is more. Ads with a headline and 
sub-headline should have 10 words or less so HCPs and patients can 
read your ad instantly. Only include enough information in the ad to 
pique your targets’ interest. If they have all the info right on the ad, they 
have no need to click-through. 

Highlight Your Value Proposition: Your value proposition should 
pop out to viewers. Tell them why they should care, right away. Ask 
yourself: why should someone click on the ad? What sets your brand 
apart from competitors? The answer may be something like, “Demo a 
Pulmonology Device That’s Treated 10K Patients Successfully.” This will 
intrigue your audience, enticing them to click.  

Use a Clear Call-to-Action: You have to tell people what you want them 
to do. “Get a Free Sample Today,” “See Results,” or “Read FDA-Approved 
Study” are all CTAs that will connect with a healthcare audience. In 
addition to using persuasive CTA copy, make sure the button itself is 
highly visible and clickable. 
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The Best Ads Can Always Be Better 
After crafting your creative using best practices, it’s essential to A/B 
test the design elements and copy. Then use the results of each test to 
optimize and tweak your campaigns. Why is this so important? Because 
you’ll gain first-party data that’s particular to your audience, not just 
stats taken from the global marketplace. In other words, you’ll have 
exactly what you need to fine-tune your strategy.

With today’s ad tech, you’ll receive massive amounts of data as your 
campaign runs. That’s a good thing, right? Well, only if you have a 
team of programmatic experts who know how to interpret this data 
and optimize effectively. As Dave Pickles, CTO and founder at The 
Trade Desk, says, “The person who's running the platform needs to be 
really intimately familiar with the ins and outs of the business or the 
advertiser.”

Learn How Adfire Health Used Smart Optimizations to Increase 
Conversions for an Rx Drug by 295%

https://adfirehealth.com/2019/11/14/increase-pharma-conversions-by-295/
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Prioritize Brand Safety 
The best creatives won't mean much if your ads are showing up next 
to fake news, extremist views, or adult content. This will only damage 
your brand, lower consumer trust, and waste your advertising budget. 
So what can you do to increase brand safety? Work with an advertising 
partner that will: 

• Clarify exactly where your ads are being served

• Choose premium inventory only

• Aggressively avoid serving ads on blacklisted websites

• Monitor your campaigns in real-time for brand safety issues

• Utilize campaign exclusions to avoid harmful inventory

• Use third-party verification tools for extra security

Working with a partner that prioritizes brand safety is no longer a 
“should”; it’s a “must.” The risks today are numerous, but applying best 
practices will allow you to benefit from programmatic advertising while 
elevating your brand — not damaging it. 

Why Brand Safety Matters

Percentage of adult consumers 
who agree that brands should be 
concerned about ads appearing 

next to negative content14

Percentage of brands who say 
brand safety is a priority15

Percentage of brands who use 
blacklists to enable brand safety16

80% 77% 93%
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Landing Pages: An 
Indispensable Part of
Your Ad Campaigns
Strong ads with high click-through-rates will only work if you have an 
effective landing page that supports your campaign. The singular focus 
of your landing page should always be the same: to convert. Here’s what 
you need to know when creating landing pages.

How Is a Landing Page Different From 
a Website? 
Unlike a website, which usually has a navigation bar, landing pages are 
stand-alone web pages that are designed to receive campaign traffic 
only. They have a singular, clear message and one call-to-action. In other 
words, everything from the design and copy should push the user to 
convert, i.e., fill out the landing page form.  

When a consumer clicks on an ad or a web search result that’s been 
optimized for specific search terms they should land on a page that’s 
customized to match those search terms. For example, if your ad copy 
includes the term “cardiology medical device,” be sure the landing page 
does too. 
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5 Elements That Make Landing Pages Convert
Landing pages that convert have five important elements. Consider each of these as you work through the 
landing page creation process. 

Clear & Concise Headlines That Match Ad Copy: Your landing page is a continuation of the ad that 
prompted the click-through, so your landing page headline should be the same or very similar to the 
headline that got your viewer there in the first place. Be direct and clear, and don’t sacrifice clarity for 
creativity. 

Testimonials That Inspire Trust: People do business with those they trust. Having patient and HCP 
testimonials or “trusted by” or “reviewed by” credentials will build digital trust — an important feat when face-
to-face interaction isn’t an option. In fact, 36% of top landing pages have testimonials while 11% have reviews.17 

Clear & Personalized Calls-to-Action: Your CTA should be clear, concise, and compelling. And the more 
personalized, the better. Hubspot found that personalized CTAs perform 202% better than traditional ones.18 
Research also shows that marketers prefer green CTA buttons; 51% of landing pages use this color.19 Still, it’s 
worth A/B testing everything from hue to copy. Adfire Health does this continuously throughout campaigns 
to ensure that the most appealing CTAs are being used. 

Enticing & Quality Images: Research shows that customers will be more likely to convert when landing 
pages use both text and images.20 Choose images that reflect the CTA and are high-quality and similar to 
your ad images. You should also consider including a video, which makes people 85% more likely to buy what 
you’re selling.21  

Strong Above-the-Fold Content: Eye tracking studies show that 80% of viewing time on web pages is spent 
above-the-fold.22 How should this impact your landing pages? Make sure users are able to see the most 
important information without having to scroll.

Average conversion rate for landing 
pages24

Percentage increase in conversions 
for landing pages that address 

buyer concerns25

Percentage of landing pages that 
have too much copy23

9.7% 80%30%

Landing Page Stats You Need to Know
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Psychology Tactics to Boost 
Campaign Performance 
95% of our buying decisions are made in the subconscious mind, 
according to Harvard Business Professor Gerald Zaltman.26 Our 
emotional, intuitive mind can process millions of bits of information and 
make intuitive decisions quickly, whereas our conscious mind only has 
the bandwidth to handle three or four new pieces of information at a 
time.27 What does this mean for your advertising? It’s only going to work 
if it appeals to your targets’ subconscious mind. 

How do you do that? Understand the neuroscience behind the 
subconscious mind and then use smart psychological tactics to compel 
audiences to act. 
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1.  Place the Most Important Messages First 
& Last 

When you’re building your creatives, ask yourself: What do you want 
HCPs and patients to remember? Make sure to include that information 
at the beginning and end of your ads. This works because of "The   
Effect", which is the tendency for humans to have the best recall of 
information that’s positioned at the beginning and end of a list. 

2. Repeat Your Strongest Message Often
The more often we hear something, the more likely we are to believe 
it. Psychologists call this “illusory truth”, because even if we have 
knowledge that tells us a particular claim is untrue, we will begin 
to believe it if it’s presented to us enough times. While it’s not good 
practice to mislead your audience, repeating your key messages will 
lead to higher rates of acceptance. 

Even subjective terms, such as “best” and “greatest,” can be accepted 
as fact if repeated often enough. “Each time, it takes fewer resources to 
understand. That ease of processing gives it the weight of a gut feeling,” 
explains Lisa Fazio, a psychology professor at Vanderbilt University. 

3. Encourage Mental Interaction
A study in the Journal of Consumer Research shows that people 
are more likely to make a purchase when an ad encourages mental 
interaction.28 For example, right-handed people were more likely 
to buy a mug if the handle was positioned on the right side in the 
advertisement’s photo. If you’re promoting a medical product, the ads 
should make it easy for HCPs and patients to conceptualize themselves 
using it.

4.  Leverage the Bandwagon Effect & Social 
Acceptance 

Psychologist Robert Cialdini wrote in his bestselling book, “Whether 
the question is what to do with an empty popcorn box in a movie 
theater, how fast to drive on a certain stretch of highway, or how to eat 
the chicken at a dinner party, the actions of those around us will be 
important in defining the answer.” 

Humans have evolved to find security in being part of a community. 
In unfamiliar situations, we look to others for cues on how to act. You 
can leverage this by using social proof in your marketing. For example, 
include customer reviews or logos of highly valued brands you work 
with. 

5.  Ignite Curiosity by Leaving Gaps in 
Knowledge

Human curiosity is a powerful motivator. It’s often what drives us to act. 
How can you leverage this in your advertising? Give HCPs and patients 
just enough information so they want to fill in the gaps. Leave them 
wanting more. For example, “Learn About a Heart Medication That’s 
Saved 3,00 Lives” will likely outperform messaging like “Learn About a 
Medication for Heart Disease.”

6. Break Through ‘Analysis Paralysis’ 
As this article in The Harvard Business Review outlines, many sales are 
lost not to competition, but to inaction on the part of the consumer. The 
consumer simply chooses to forgo the decision to buy because they’re 
overwhelmed by information or aren’t driven to act. 

How do you beat analysis paralysis? Motivate HCPs and patients by 
appealing to their emotions with story-telling and creative design. To 
prevent inertia, make it easy for your targets to convert. For example, 
use clear CTAs, such as “Schedule a demo in seconds.”

https://www.verywellmind.com/understanding-the-primacy-effect-4685243
https://www.verywellmind.com/understanding-the-primacy-effect-4685243
https://www.apa.org/pubs/journals/features/xge-0000098.pdf
https://www.vanderbilt.edu/psychological_sciences/bio/lisa-fazio
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/28815.Influence
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/after-service/201705/the-science-behind-why-people-follow-the-crowd
https://hbr.org/2012/07/stimulate-your-customers-lizar
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7. Incorporate Appealing & Clear Aesthetics
30% of our brains are dedicated to processing visuals, whereas only 
8% is used for processing touch, and 3% is used for hearing.29 We 
unconsciously make assumptions about something based on how it 
looks. This means that visuals are the easiest and fastest way to gain 
trust and establish your brand messaging with your audience. But be 
careful because the opposite is also true. If your visuals are inconsistent 
or unprofessional, you’ll lose credibility. 

8. Give Your Audience Labels That Help You
When someone assigns us a category, we change our behaviors to 
match those expectations. For example, one study found that people 
who had been told they were “more politically active” were 15% more 
likely to vote.30 When businesses label customers as “preferred” 
customers, they spend more money. 

To leverage this tactic, assign your audience characteristics you want 
them to embody. For example, use “forward-thinking” if you want them 
to try something new or “informed” if you want them to read 
your research.  

9. If You’re Asking for Action, Provide a Reason
People naturally comply with requests more easily if they’re given a 
reason. When requesting that your audience do something, whether 
it’s signing up for a mailing list or coming to an event, provide clarity on 
the “why.” An experiment by researchers at the Graduate Center, City 
University of New York found that when people informed others they 
were in a rush, they were permitted to cut the line 30% more often than 
those who didn’t give a reason.31  

10.  Tell Stories to Speak Directly to the 
Emotional Brain

We follow our gut more than we evaluate future consequences. Why? 
The emotional brain is the part of us that’s responsible for most of our 
decision making. So how do you speak to this part of our brain? Use 
powerful narration, emotionally triggering symbols, and words we can 
all identify with. In other words, tell great stories. As noted by Codella, 
Nike does this in its ‘Become Legendary’ campaign.

http://discovermagazine.com/1993/jun/thevisionthingma227
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/15134841/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/15134841/
https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/the-psychology-behind-brand-storytelling-and-its-effect-on-consumers/
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Stay Consistent to Achieve Results
It’s clear that using psychological tactics is one of the best ways to get HCPs and patients to act. However, these tactics only work if you use them 
consistently across your healthcare advertising strategy. You’ll also need to track the success of your campaigns that utilize psychological triggers 

to figure out which ones work with your audience. This will help you further optimize, increasing engagement and conversions.

Psychology Stats That Should Influence Your Advertising

Percentage of customers who 
would no longer do business with 
a brand that uses data unethically; 

people buy from brands they trust33

Percentage of Millennials who 
say user-generated content 

(like reviews) impacts what they 
purchase34  

Percentage of customers who 
are more likely to purchase when 

companies make it easy for them32

57% 84%86%
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The Creative Workflow Process:
Crafting Campaigns That Convert 

1. PREPARE FOR SUCCESS

2. CHOOSE THE RIGHT DIGITAL AD TYPE FOR YOUR CAMPAIGN

Know Your Campaign Goals:

Figure out what’s most important 
to your current business goals. Is it:
• Improving brand awareness

• Boosting engagement

• increasing leads? 

Banner Ads:

• Most common type of digital ad

• Can be designed in a multitude of sizes 
and shapes

• Most publishers accept them

• Affordable, measurable, and effective

• Less intensive to create than high impact 
ads

High Impact Ads / Rich Media Units:

• Best way to grab attention and build brand awareness

• Almost unlimited possibilities for creation

• Provide immersive and interactive experiences

• Not all sites will be able to publish 

• Require more time and resources to develop than 
banner ads

Determine Your KPIs:

Once you know what you want 
to accomplish, choose KPIs that 
align. For example, if your goal 
is building brand awareness, 
consider:
• User traffic

• Social engagement

• Impressions

Understand Your Audience:

Knowing who your audience is and 
what drives them will help direct 
your creative energies, ensuring 
the copy and design appeal to your 
targets. 
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3.  DESIGN WITH BEST 
PRACTICES IN MIND

6. LEVERAGE PSYCHOLOGY 7. ONLY DISPLAY YOUR ADS ON QUALITY SITES

4.  WRITE AD COPY THAT 
CONVERTS

5.  UTILIZE THE ELEMENTS THAT MAKE LANDING 
PAGES CONVERT

• Keep it simple

• Use strong imagery

• Animate when possible

• Always include your logo

• Leverage contrasting colors 

• Apply The Hero’s Journey to your advertising

• Place the most important messages first and last

• Repeat your strongest message often

• Encourage mental interaction

• Leverage the bandwagon effect and social acceptance 

• Ignite curiosity by leaving gaps in knowledge

• Break through analysis paralysis

• Incorporate appealing and clear aesthetics

• Give your audience labels that help you

• If you’re asking for action, provide a reason 

• Tell stories to speak directly to the emotional brain

Work with an advertising partner that prioritizes brand safety. They 
should: 

• Clarify exactly where your ads are being served

• Choose premium inventory only

• Aggressively avoid serving ads on blacklisted websites

• Monitor your campaigns in real-time for brand safety issues

• Utilize campaign exclusions to avoid harmful inventory

• Use third-party verification tools for extra security  

• Limit the amount of text

• Highlight your value proposition

• Use a clear CTA

• Clear & concise headlines that match ad copy

• Testimonials that inspire trust

• Clear & personalized calls-to-action

• Enticing & quality images

• Strong above-the-fold content

https://www.paceco.com/insights/strategy/brand-story-heros-journey/
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8. OPTIMIZE, OPTIMIZE, OPTIMIZE

Running A/B tests, utilizing data, and making 
optimizations to your creatives won’t just maximize 
ROAS on your current healthcare campaigns; it’ll 
inform your future campaigns and increase 
cost-efficiencies across your marketing efforts. 
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About Adfire Health
Adfire Health is a healthcare advertising agency that offers 
programmatic, media, and creative services. We want the potential 
of our clients’ products and services to be realized. We know that the 
United States is arguably the most complex healthcare system in the 
world. We also know that there are so many good people who work 
tirelessly to improve healthcare by preventing illnesses, repairing 
injuries, and curing diseases.

We want to help. Here’s how we do it. Using our proprietary database 
and 1:1 NPI-validated targeting, we deliver powerful messaging to the 
right people, at the right time. Rather than casting a wide net, we help 
you hyper-target specific audiences — the exact decision makers you 
want to reach. 

What does this mean for you? Lower advertising costs with better 
results, more budget for R&D, and improved patient outcomes. 
That’s how we help our clients empower possibility.   

LEARN MORE

https://adfirehealth.com/
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